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Monster Calls
DIGGING FOR PEAT in the mountain with his Uncle
Tally, Fergus finds the body of a child, and it looks
like she’s been murdered. As Fergus tries to make
sense of the mad world around him—his brother on
hunger-strike in prison, his growing feelings for Cora,
his parents arguing over the Troubles, and him in it
up to the neck, blackmailed into acting as courier to
God knows what—a little voice comes to him in his
dreams, and the mystery of the bog child unfurls.
Bog Child is an astonishing novel exploring the
sacrifices made in the name of peace, and the
unflinching strength of the human spirit.
I hate the label Selective Mutism - as if I choose not
to speak, like a kid who refuses to eat broccoli. I've
used up every dandelion wish since I was ten
wishing for the power to speak whenever I want to.
I'm starting to wonder if there are enough
dandelions.' After losing her best friend that night,
Piper Rhodes changes schools, determined that her
final year will be different. She will be different. Then
she meets West: school captain, star soccer player,
the boy everyone talks about. Despite her fear of
losing everything all over again, they fall in love
without Piper ever speaking one word to West. But
can a love mapped by silence last?
NOW A #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! An
unflinching, darkly funny, and deeply moving story of
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a boy, his seriously ill mother, and an unexpected
monstrous visitor, featuring stunning artwork by Jim
Kay. At seven minutes past midnight, thirteen-yearold Conor wakes to find a monster outside his
bedroom window. But it isn’t the monster Conor’s
been expecting-- he’s been expecting the one from
his nightmare, the nightmare he’s had nearly every
night since his mother started her treatments. The
monster in his backyard is different. It’s ancient. And
wild. And it wants something from Conor. Something
terrible and dangerous. It wants the truth. From the
final idea of award-winning author Siobhan Dowd-whose premature death from cancer prevented her
from writing it herself-- Patrick Ness has spun a
haunting and darkly funny novel of mischief, loss,
and monsters both real and imagined.
Inspired by Judy Blume’s Forever and Virginia
Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway, this novel that Andrew Smith
calls “beautiful, enchanting, [and] exquisitely written”
is a new classic about teenage relationships, selfacceptance—and what happens when the walls we
build start coming down. A Kirkus Best Book of
2017! Adam Thorn doesn’t know it yet, but today will
change his life. Between his religious family, a
deeply unpleasant ultimatum from his boss, and his
own unrequited love for his sort-of ex, Enzo, it
seems as though Adam’s life is falling apart. At least
he has two people to keep him sane: his new
boyfriend (he does love Linus, doesn’t he?) and his
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best friend, Angela. But all day long, old memories
and new heartaches come crashing together,
throwing Adam’s life into chaos. The bindings of his
world are coming untied one by one; yet in spite of
everything he has to let go, he may also find
freedom in the release. From the New York Times
bestselling author of A Monster Calls comes a raw,
darkly funny, and deeply affecting story about the
courage it takes to live your truth.
As a world-ending war surges to life around them,
Todd and Viola face monstrous decisions,
questioning all they have ever known as they try to
step back from the darkness and find the best way to
achieve peace.
For readers of VE Schwab and The Witcher, science
and magic clash in atmospheric gaslight-era Prague.
In the quiet streets of Prague all manner of
otherworldly creatures lurk in the shadows.
Unbeknownst to its citizens, their only hope against
the tide of predators are the dauntless lamplighters a secret elite of monster hunters whose light staves
off the darkness each night. Domek Myska leads a
life teeming with fraught encounters with the worst
kind of evil: pijavica, bloodthirsty and soulless
vampiric creatures. Despite this, Domek find solace
in his moments spent in the company of his friend,
the clever and beautiful Lady Ora Fischer - a widow
with secrets of her own. When Domek finds himself
stalked by the spirit of the White Lady - a ghost who
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haunts the baroque halls of Prague castle – he
stumbles across the sentient essence of a will-o’-thewisp captured in a mysterious container. Now, as it's
bearer, Domek wields its power, but the wisp, known
for leading travellers to their deaths, will not be so
easily controlled. After discovering a conspiracy
amongst the pijavice that could see them unleash
terror on the daylight world, Domek finds himself in a
race against those who aim to twist alchemical
science for their own dangerous gain.
The adventure that began in Siobhan Dowd's
popular novel The London Eye Mystery at long last
continues as three kids investigate a theft at the
Guggenheim Museum. When Ted and his big sister,
Kat, take a trip to New York to visit their cousin Salim
and their aunt Gloria, they think they're prepared for
big-city adventures. But when a famous painting is
stolen from the Guggenheim Museum, where Aunt
Gloria works, the surprises begin to mount faster
than they could have anticipated. With the police
looking at Aunt Gloria as the prime suspect, Ted,
Kat, and Salim become sleuthing partners, following
a trail of clues across NYC to prove her
innocence--and to pinpoint the real thief. Ultimately,
it comes down to Ted, whose brain works in its own
very unique way, to find the key to the mystery.
Scintillating, surprising, inventive fiction from one of
the most talented writers in Britain – this is a superb
collection of short stories from the acclaimed author
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of the Chaos Walking series and ‘More Than This’.
Ted and Kat watched their cousin Salim board the
London Eye. But after half an hour it landed and
everyone trooped off–except Salim. Where could he
have gone? How on earth could he have disappeared
into thin air? Ted and his older sister, Kat, become
sleuthing partners, since the police are having no luck.
Despite their prickly relationship, they overcome their
differences to follow a trail of clues across London in a
desperate bid to find their cousin. And ultimately it comes
down to Ted, whose brain works in its own very unique
way, to find the key to the mystery. This is an unputdownable spine-tingling thriller–a race against time.
A Monster CallsInspired by an idea from Siobhan
DowdCandlewick Press
The Art of Missing Link is a lushly illustrated volume that
goes behind the scenes of LAIKA’s new stop-motion
adventure. The charismatic Sir Lionel Frost (voiced by
Hugh Jackman) considers himself to be the world’s
foremost investigator of myths and monsters. The trouble
is none of his small-minded high-society peers seems to
recognize this. Sir Lionel’s last chance for acceptance
by the adventuring elite rests on traveling to America’s
Pacific Northwest to prove the existence of a legendary
creature. A living remnant of Man’s primitive ancestry.
The Missing Link. Zach Galifianakis voices Mr. Link: the
surprisingly smart, funny and soulful beast upon whom
Sir Lionel’s dreams depend. As species go, he’s as
endangered as they get; he’s the last of his kind, and
he’s lonely. Proposing a daring quest to seek out his
rumored distant relatives, he enlists Sir Lionel’s help in
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an odyssey around the world to find the fabled valley of
Shangri-La. Together with Adelina Fortnight (voiced by
Zoe Saldana), an independent and resourceful
adventurer who possesses the only known map to the
group’s secret destination, the unlikely trio embarks on a
riotous rollercoaster of a ride. Along the way, our fearless
explorers encounter more than their fair share of peril,
stalked at every turn by dastardly villains seeking to
thwart their mission. Through it all, Mr. Link’s disarming
charm and good-humored conviction provide the
emotional and comedic foundation of this fun-filled family
film. From LAIKA, the animation studio behind the
Academy Award–nominated Kubo and the Two Strings,
Missing Link is a stunning stop-motion epic and raucous
comedy. Featuring concept art from the film’s
creation—including sketches, storyboards, character
designs, and much more—and illuminated by in-depth
interviews with the film’s creative team, The Art of
Missing Link is a must-have companion to the film.
For a decade, award-winning New York Times journalist
Amy Chozick chronicled Hillary Clinton’s pursuit of the
presidency. Chozick’s front-row seat, initially covering
Clinton’s imploding 2008 campaign, and then her
assignment to “The Hillary Beat” ahead of the 2016
election, took her to 48 states and set off a nearly tenyears-long journey in which the formative years of her
twenties and thirties became – both personally and
professionally – intrinsically intertwined to Clinton’s
presidential ambitions. Chozick’s candor and clear-eyed
perspective—from her seat on the Hillary bus and
reporting from inside the campaign’s Brooklyn
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headquarters, to her run-ins with Donald J. Trump and
her globetrotting with Bill Clinton— provide fresh intrigue
and insights into the story we thought we all knew. This
is the real story of what happened, with the kind of dishy,
inside details that repeatedly surprise and enlighten. But
Chasing Hillary is also a rollicking, irreverent,
refreshingly honest personal story of how the would-be
first woman president looms over Chozick’s life. And, as
she gets married, attempts to infiltrate the upper
echelons of political journalism and inquires about
freezing her eggs so she can have children after the
2016 campaign, Chozick dives deeper into decisions
Clinton made at similar points in her life. In the process,
Chozick came to see Clinton not as an unknowable
enigma and political animal but as a complex person, full
of contradictions and forged in the political battles and
media storms that had long predated Chozick’s years of
coverage. Trailing Clinton through all of the highs and
lows of the most noxious and wildly dramatic presidential
election in American history, Chozick comes to
understand what drove Clinton, how she accomplished
what no woman had before, and why she ultimately
failed. Poignant, illuminating, laugh-out-loud funny,
Chasing Hillary is a campaign book like never before that
reads like a fast-moving political novel.
A magical novel, based on a Japanese folk tale, that
imagines how the life of a broken-hearted man is
transformed when he rescues an injured white crane that
has landed in his backyard. George Duncan is an
American living and working in London. At forty-eight, he
owns a small print shop, is divorced, and lonelier than he
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realizes. All of the women with whom he has
relationships eventually leave him for being too nice. But
one night he is woken by an astonishing sound—a terrific
keening, which is coming from somewhere in his garden.
When he investigates he finds a great white crane, a bird
taller than even himself. It has been shot through the
wing with an arrow. Moved more than he can say,
George struggles to take out the arrow from the bird's
wing, saving its life before it flies away into the night sky.
The next morning, a shaken George tries to go about his
daily life, retreating to the back of his store and making
cuttings from discarded books—a harmless, personal
hobby—when through the front door of the shop a woman
walks in. Her name is Kumiko, and she asks George to
help her with her own artwork. George is dumbstruck by
her beauty and her enigmatic nature, and begins to fall
desperately in love with her. She seems to hold the
potential to change his entire life, if he could only get her
to reveal the secret of who she is and why she has
brought her artwork to him. Witty, magical, and romantic,
The Crane Wife is a story of passion and sacrifice, that
resonates on the level of dream and myth. It is a novel
that celebrates the creative imagination, and the
disruptive power of love.
From the author of The Many Worlds of Albie Bright
comes another cutting-edge cosmic space adventure for
anyone who's ever looked up at the stars and wondered
about the universe. An exploration of the constellations,
an appreciation of the courage of astronauts, and a
loving father-son story. Perfect for fans of Scott Kelly's
Astrotwins series. How amazing would it be to have a
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dad who's an astronaut? To see him go on rocket
launches, live in zero gravity, and fly through space like a
superhero? Jamie Drake knows. His dad is orbiting Earth
in the International Space Station. Jamie thinks it's cool,
and he's proud of his dad, but he also really misses him.
Hanging out at the local observatory one day, Jamie is
surprised when he picks up a strange signal on his
phone. Could it be aliens? Are they closer to our planet
than anyone realizes? With his dad in space, Jamie feels
he has no choice but to investigate on his own. But when
something goes wrong with his dad's mission, Jamie is
reminded that space is a dangerous place. He decides
it's time to prove that he's a hero too.
From the Nobel Prize–winning author: “One of the great
short novels of the 20th century” (Jonathan Franzen,
The Wall Street Journal). Internationally acclaimed as
one of the world’s most influential writers, Kenzabur? ?e
brings to the fore the post-WWII rage and anxiety of a
decorous society in this “deathly black comedy . . .
dripping with nuclear terror” (The Japan Times). Bird is
an antisocial twenty-seven-year-old intellectual hanging
on to a failing marriage with whiskey. He dreams of
going to Africa where the sky sprawls with possibilities.
Then, as though walloped by a massive invisible fist,
Bird’s Utopian fantasies are shattered when his wife
gives birth to what he calls their “monster baby.” Now,
Bird is left with one question: How can he and his wife
spend the rest of their lives with this damaged thing
clinging to their backs? As shameful, disgraceful, and
unthinkable a desire as it is, Bird has an answer. Not
sealed. Not just yet. Not before Bird flees on a bender of
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indiscriminate (and frustratingly impotent) sex, hard
liquor, self-delusion, and most terrifying of all—selfdiscovery. “[I’d] forgotten just how crazy it is . . . It feels
so much like life to me . . . it tells me that ?e is onto
something correct. People don’t want to deal with
reality.” —Jonathan Franzen, The Wall Street Journal
“Very close to a perfect contemporary novel.” —The New
York Times “An astonishing novel.” —Mother Jones
In Meg Medina’s follow-up to her Newbery
Medal–winning novel, Merci takes on seventh grade,
with all its travails of friendship, family, love—and finding
your rhythm. Seventh grade is going to be a real trial for
Merci Suárez. For science she’s got no-nonsense Mr.
Ellis, who expects her to be a smart as her brother, Roli.
She’s been assigned to co-manage the tiny school store
with Wilson Bellevue, a boy she barely knows, but whom
she might actually like. And she’s tangling again with
classmate Edna Santos, who is bossier and more
obnoxious than ever now that she is in charge of the
annual Heart Ball. One thing is for sure, though: Merci
Suárez can’t dance—not at the Heart Ball or anywhere
else. Dancing makes her almost as queasy as love does,
especially now that Tía Inés, her merengue-teaching
aunt, has a new man in her life. Unfortunately, Merci
can’t seem to avoid love or dance for very long. She
used to talk about everything with her grandfather, Lolo,
but with his Alzheimer’s getting worse each day, whom
can she trust to help her make sense of all the new
things happening in her life? The Suárez family is back in
a touching, funny story about growing up and discovering
love’s many forms, including how we learn to love and
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believe in ourselves.
Pirate queen Anne Bonny is back with her crew of lady
buccaneers after a harrowing escape from a Caribbean
prison! But can they find a safe haven on land or sea
after Calico Jack Rackham's betrayal and the governor's
promise to hunt down and execute Anne? The second
volume of A MAN AMONG YE hits the high seas thanks
to writer STEPHANIE PHILLIPS (Harley Quinn) and
artist JOSH GEORGE (2000AD Future Shock, Grimm
Tales of Terror).
Magical realism as a literary mode has been the cause of
numerous debates since the publication of One Hundred
Years of Solitude by the Colombian author Gabriel
García Márquez in 1967, which the majority of critics
consider to be the first magical realist novel. Magical
realism has been frequently confused with fantasy and is
still considered by some as the latter's branch. Though
there is no unified definition of magical realism, critics
have agreed upon some of the most common
characteristics. The present thesis makes use of Wendy
B. Faris's theoretical framework on the mode's
characteristics and applies it to A Monster Calls by
Patrick Ness and The Ocean at the End of the Lane by
Neil Gaiman. In both novels, marvellous happenings are
incorporated seamlessly into a realistic narrative, which
is the basic definition of magical realism. The events are
presented matter-of-factly; thus, readers perceive them
as realistic. Both novels also contain the primary
characteristics that define magical realism as a literary
mode, according to Faris. A Monster Calls has been
adapted into a movie as well as translated into Slovene
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as Sedem minut ?ez polno?. In the translation, magical
realism retains its characteristics, since it is mainly a
content based literary mode. In the movie, however,
visual representations of the irreducible element, i. e. the
yew tree monster, offer the viewers an opportunity to
perceive it as ordinary.
The 10th anniversary edition of the bestselling novel
about love, loss and hope from the twice Carnegie Medalwinning Patrick Ness. Conor has the same dream every
night, ever since his mother first fell ill, ever since she
started the treatments that don't quite seem to be
working. But tonight is different. Tonight, when he wakes,
there's a visitor at his window. It's ancient, elemental, a
force of nature. And it wants the most dangerous thing of
all from Conor. It wants the truth. Patrick Ness takes the
final idea of the late, award-winning writer Siobhan Dowd
and weaves an extraordinary and heartbreaking tale of
mischief, healing and above all, the courage it takes to
survive. Since publication, A Monster Calls has become
an international bestseller and been made into a film
starring Felicity Jones, Liam Neeson and Sigourney
Weaver.
Part two of the literary sci-fi thriller follows a boy and a
girl who are caught in a warring town where thoughts can
be heard – and secrets are never safe. Reaching the end
of their flight in The Knife of Never Letting Go, Todd and
Viola did not find healing and hope in Haven. They found
instead their worst enemy, Mayor Prentiss, waiting to
welcome them to New Prentisstown. There they are
forced into separate lives: Todd to prison, and Viola to a
house of healing where her wounds are treated. Soon
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Viola is swept into the ruthless activities of the Answer,
while Todd faces impossible choices when forced to join
the mayor’s oppressive new regime. In alternating
narratives the two struggle to reconcile their own dubious
actions with their deepest beliefs. Torn by confusion and
compromise, suspicion and betrayal, can their trust in
each other possibly survive?
Love is political, obsessive and utterly strange in the first
novel from the author of the Chaos Walking trilogy and
new novel ‘More Than This’.
Synopsis coming soon.......
NOW A #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! An
unflinching, darkly funny, and deeply moving story of a
boy, his seriously ill mother, and an unexpected
monstrous visitor. At seven minutes past midnight,
thirteen-year-old Conor wakes to find a monster outside
his bedroom window. But it isn’t the monster Conor’s
been expecting-- he’s been expecting the one from his
nightmare, the nightmare he’s had nearly every night
since his mother started her treatments. The monster in
his backyard is different. It’s ancient. And wild. And it
wants something from Conor. Something terrible and
dangerous. It wants the truth. From the final idea of
award-winning author Siobhan Dowd-- whose premature
death from cancer prevented her from writing it herself-Patrick Ness has spun a haunting and darkly funny novel
of mischief, loss, and monsters both real and imagined.
A haunting gothic tale by master mysery writer John
Bellairs--soon to be a major motion picture starring Cate
Blanchett and Jack Black! "The House With a Clock in Its
Walls will cast its spell for a long time."--The New York
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Times Book Review When Lewis Barnavelt, an orphan.
comes to stay with his uncle Jonathan, he expects to
meet an ordinary person. But he is wrong. Uncle
Jonathan and his next-door neighbor, Mrs. Zimmermann,
are both magicians! Lewis is thrilled. At first, watchng
magic is enough. Then Lewis experiments with magic
himself and unknowingly resurrects the former owner of
the house: a woman named Selenna Izard. It seems that
Selenna and her husband built a timepiece into the
walls--a clock that could obliterate humankind. And only
the Barnavelts can stop it!
For anyone who loves sailing and adventure, Arthur
Ransome’s classic Swallows and Amazons series
stands alone. Originally published in the UK over a half
century ago, these books are still eagerly read by
children, despite their length and their decidedly British
protagonists. We attribute their success to two facts: first,
Ransome is a great storyteller and, second, he clearly
writes from first-hand experience. Independence and
initiative are qualities any child can understand and
every volume in this collection celebrates these virtues.
The crew’s on holiday for their sixth adventure, and they
turn their energies to mining for gold, aided by pigeon
messengers Homer, Sophocles, and Sappho. The
adventurers comb the nearby hills for a fabled lost claim,
while being shadowed by a mysterious figure they dub
“squashy hat.” Undeterred by drought, sudden
brushfires, and the continuing presence of Squashy Hat,
the young prospectors persevere in their quest — with
surprising results. Full of the dangers and dark
adventures of old mines and forgotten claims, Pigeon
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Post has an irresistible appeal to the persistent explorer
in every child.
Discover the incredible story behind the creation of A
Monster Calls, the new film from visionary director J. A.
Bayona (The Impossible), based on the acclaimed novel
by Patrick Ness. A Monster Calls tells the story of Conor
O’Malley (Lewis MacDougall), a young boy whose world
has been turned upside down by his mother’s (Felicity
Jones) terminal illness. Conor’s life is thrown further into
disarray when he is visited by a gigantic monster, formed
from the bark of a tree in a nearby churchyard. The
monster vows to tell Conor three stories over several
visits and demands that Conor must then tell his own
story. As his mother’s health worsens and Conor
struggles to deal with everyday life and the visits of the
monster, he must confront his worst fears to survive.
Also featuring the voice of Liam Neeson as the monster,
plus an exceptional performance by Sigourney Weaver
as Conor’s grandmother, A Monster Calls is an
emotionally gripping tale delivered with style and
panache by director J. A. Bayona, whose next film is the
much-anticipated Jurassic World 2. This book tells the
full story of the creation of A Monster Calls through
revealing interviews with the cast and crew—including
Bayona, MacDougall, Jones, Neeson, and Weaver—and
stunning behind-the-scenes visuals, such as concept art
and on-set stills. The Art of A Monster Calls also delves
into the electrifying special effects that bring the titular
behemoth to life and the creation of the unique animated
segments that accompany the monster’s stories in the
film. The ultimate companion to one of the most
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exceptional films of 2016, The Art of A Monster Calls is a
must-have for film fans.
A dystopian thriller follows a boy and girl on the run from
a town where all thoughts can be heard – and the
passage to manhood embodies a horrible secret. Todd
Hewitt is the only boy in a town of men. Ever since the
settlers were infected with the Noise germ, Todd can
hear everything the men think, and they hear everything
he thinks. Todd is just a month away from becoming a
man, but in the midst of the cacophony, he knows that
the town is hiding something from him -- something so
awful Todd is forced to flee with only his dog, whose
simple, loyal voice he hears too. With hostile men from
the town in pursuit, the two stumble upon a strange and
eerily silent creature: a girl. Who is she? Why wasn't she
killed by the germ like all the females on New World?
Propelled by Todd's gritty narration, readers are in for a
white-knuckle journey in which a boy on the cusp of
manhood must unlearn everything he knows in order to
figure out who he truly is.
Six starred reviews! A bold and irreverent YA novel that
powerfully reminds us that there are many different types
of remarkable, The Rest of Just Live Here is from
novelist Patrick Ness, author of the Carnegie Medal- and
Kate Greenaway Medal-winning A Monster Calls and the
critically acclaimed Chaos Walking trilogy. What if you
aren't the Chosen One? The one who's supposed to fight
the zombies, or the soul-eating ghosts, or whatever the
heck this new thing is, with the blue lights and the death?
What if you're like Mikey? Who just wants to graduate
and go to prom and maybe finally work up the courage to
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ask Henna out before someone goes and blows up the
high school. Again. Because sometimes there are
problems bigger than this week's end of the world, and
sometimes you just have to find the extraordinary in your
ordinary life. Even if your best friend is worshipped by
mountain lions. ALA Best Fiction for Young Adults *
Cooperative Children’s Book Center CCBC Choice *
Michael Printz Award shortlist * Kirkus Best Book of the
Year * VOYA Perfect Ten * NYPL Top Ten Best Books of
the Year for Teens * Chicago Public Library Best Teen
Books of the Year * Publishers Marketplace Buzz Books
* ABC Best Books for Children * Bank Street Best Books
List
“A moving story about sisterhood, family, and
overcoming the insurmountable mountain that is grief.”
—Kirkus Reviews “Elegiac and beautiful, del Rosario’s
tale plumbs the deep relationships between sisters with
grace and compassion.” —Booklist A teen navigates
questions of grief, identity, and guilt in the wake of her
sister’s mysterious disappearance in this breathtaking
novel-in-verse from the author of 500 Words or
Less—perfect for fans of Elizabeth Acevedo. Rowena
feels like her family is a frayed string of lights that
someone needs to fix with electrical tape. After her
mother died a few years ago, she and her sister, Ariana,
drifted into their own corners of the world, each figuring
out in their own separate ways how to exist in a world in
which their mother is no longer alive. But then Ariana
disappears under the cover of night in the middle of a
snowstorm, leaving no trace or tracks. When Row wakes
up to a world of snow and her sister’s empty bedroom,
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she is left to piece together the mystery behind where
Ariana went and why, realizing along the way that she
might be part of the reason Ariana is gone. Haunting and
evocative—and told in dual perspectives—Turtle under Ice
examines two sisters frozen by grief as they search for a
way to unthaw.
An extraordinary novel of love, loss and hope. 12.07.
There's a monster at Conor's window. It's not the one
from his nightmare. But it wants the most dangerous
thing of all from Conor. It wants the truth. Now a powerful
and haunting film, Patrick Ness's modern classic is a
heartbreaking but uplifting tale of healing and, above all,
the courage it takes to survive.
The threatened species categories used in Red Data
Books and Red Lists have been in place for almost 30
years. The IUCN Red List Categories and Criteria
provide an easily and widely understood system for
classifying species at high risk of global extinction, so as
to focus attention on conservation measures designed to
protect them. This latest version of the classification
system was adopted by the IUCN Council in February
2001 and reflects comments from the IUCN and SSC
memberships and the final meeting of the Criteria
Review Working Group.
Pharma-funded mainstream media has convinced
millions of Americans that Dr. Anthony Fauci is a hero.
He is anything but. As director of the National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), Dr. Anthony
Fauci dispenses $6.1 billion in annual taxpayer-provided
funding for scientific research, allowing him to dictate the
subject, content, and outcome of scientific health
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research across the globe. Fauci uses the financial clout
at his disposal to wield extraordinary influence over
hospitals, universities, journals, and thousands of
influential doctors and scientists—whose careers and
institutions he has the power to ruin, advance, or reward.
During more than a year of painstaking and meticulous
research, Robert F. Kennedy Jr. unearthed a shocking
story that obliterates media spin on Dr. Fauci . . . and
that will alarm every American—Democrat or
Republican—who cares about democracy, our
Constitution, and the future of our children’s health. The
Real Anthony Fauci reveals how “America’s Doctor”
launched his career during the early AIDS crisis by
partnering with pharmaceutical companies to sabotage
safe and effective off-patent therapeutic treatments for
AIDS. Fauci orchestrated fraudulent studies, and then
pressured US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
regulators into approving a deadly chemotherapy
treatment he had good reason to know was worthless
against AIDS. Fauci repeatedly violated federal laws to
allow his Pharma partners to use impoverished and darkskinned children as lab rats in deadly experiments with
toxic AIDS and cancer chemotherapies. In early 2000,
Fauci shook hands with Bill Gates in the library of
Gates’ $147 million Seattle mansion, cementing a
partnership that would aim to control an increasingly
profitable $60 billion global vaccine enterprise with
unlimited growth potential. Through funding leverage and
carefully cultivated personal relationships with heads of
state and leading media and social media institutions,
the Pharma-Fauci-Gates alliance exercises dominion
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over global health policy. The Real Anthony Fauci details
how Fauci, Gates, and their cohorts use their control of
media outlets, scientific journals, key government and
quasi-governmental agencies, global intelligence
agencies, and influential scientists and physicians to
flood the public with fearful propaganda about COVID-19
virulence and pathogenesis, and to muzzle debate and
ruthlessly censor dissent.
From two-time Carnegie Medal winner Patrick Ness
comes an enthralling and provocative new novel
chronicling the life — or perhaps afterlife — of a teen
trapped in a crumbling, abandoned world. A boy named
Seth drowns, desperate and alone in his final moments,
losing his life as the pounding sea claims him. But then
he wakes. He is naked, thirsty, starving. But alive. How is
that possible? He remembers dying, his bones breaking,
his skull dashed upon the rocks. So how is he here? And
where is this place? It looks like the suburban English
town where he lived as a child, before an unthinkable
tragedy happened and his family moved to America. But
the neighborhood around his old house is overgrown,
covered in dust, and completely abandoned. What’s
going on? And why is it that whenever he closes his
eyes, he falls prey to vivid, agonizing memories that
seem more real than the world around him? Seth begins
a search for answers, hoping that he might not be alone,
that this might not be the hell he fears it to be, that there
might be more than just this. . . .
In an attempt to find a cure after being diagnosed with
Creutzfeldt-Jakob (aka mad cow) disease, Cameron
Smith, a disaffected sixteen-year-old boy, sets off on a
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road trip with a death-obsessed video gaming dwarf he
meets in the hospital.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of A
Monster Calls comes a richly illustrated and lyrical tale,
one that asks harrowing questions about power, loyalty,
obsession, and the monsters we make of others. With
harpoons strapped to their backs, the proud whales of
Bathsheba's pod live for the hunt, fighting in the ongoing
war against the world of men. When they attack a ship
bobbing on the surface of the Abyss, they expect to find
easy prey. Instead, they find the trail of a myth, a
monster, perhaps the devil himself... As their relentless
Captain leads the chase, they embark on a final,
vengeful hunt, one that will forever change the worlds of
both whales and men. With the lush, atmospheric art of
Rovina Cai woven in throughout, this remarkable work by
Patrick Ness turns the familiar tale of Moby Dick upside
down and tells a story all its own with epic triumph and
devastating fate.
Coolbar, Ireland, is a village of secrets and Shell,
caretaker to her younger brother and sister after the
death of their mother and in the absence of their father,
is not about to reveal hers until suspicion falls on the
wrong person.
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